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I was surprised when the topic came up with some family members and they thought Ivermectin was for
animals, that is all they heard. It certainly proved how brainwashed many have become with main stream
media propaganda. The drug has been around for decades for humans. Animals take antibiotics, penicillin
and many other drugs humans do. Heck, they even gave black footed ferrets Covid-19 vaccines because
they are almost extinct and their close cousins, the mink have been dying with Covid-19.
Many years ago all I listened to was Canada main stream media. We only had access to a local newspaper, a
national one along with local radio and TV. I subscribed to either the Globe and Mail or Financial Post, then
along came the internet. That changed everything but Canadian media was way too slow to adapt, probably
because of their cushy position and government support. For many years I have been getting media and
information around the world. For 10 years or more I have been getting UK Daily Mail. I read NY Times and
Wall Street daily, every day and about 10 other sources on financial and economic news. I have a few dozen
colleagues that email me interesting articles. I still read articles from Canada's main stream media along with
national and local newspapers worldwide.
As internet progressed, mean while Canadian main stream media fell by the way side. Most went under and
by the time some adapted and got on the internet, they lost the vast majority of their following. The Globe and
Mail had a paltry 80,000 online subscribers several years ago, what a joke!!! I think they have rebounded a
fair bit and are over a million now. Hundreds of thousands of internet bloggers have much larger subscriber
bases. I listen to many on YouTube and often you see subscriber bases in the millions. I still listen to some of
the old main stream media editors, that now have their own blogs. Some have more subscribers than the
main stream media networks they left. There was a large exodus out of Canada's main stream media
because many saw they were going under the bus. What does that mean now? The best left and
Canada's main stream media cannot exist without government support. Therefore they have just
become government shills, reading script and pushing government narrative. The saddest part about
this, many Canadians have not figured it out yet.
I watched a TV show and it talked about the Covid-19 vaccine story. It is not worth watching, old news but
they mentioned studies on ferrets conducted in Canada. I started to search for the studies. I did find articles
that they were done and studies showed an immune response to vaccines. However, I could find no long
term data on how the ferrets have done in the longer run. I found some other opinions, that no animal study
went beyond 56 days and that seems to be what I found. The longest study I found went 42 days
No safety studies with animals, they just tested to see if they got an immune response. One study did
indicate liver problems in the ferrets. There has been no peer reviewed vaccine trials. It is all just trust big
Pharma that is making $100s of billions from these shots. Big pharma says their trials are on going, but they
have no unvaccinated control groups so no baseline to compare to.
Please just stop for one moment and think for yourself. This medical technology is new and never used
in history and was rushed at warp speed. Never in history have we had a vaccine that needed 2 doses within
a year. Never in history has a 3rd dose been done within a year, as they are starting now. This is the biggest
experiment in the history of mankind and it is a very dangerous one.

The UK Health system is starting to collapse
Following the UK is very important, because they rolled out the shots about 4 months ahead of us. It
is like having a crystal ball looking into March 2022 in Canada.
I went through numerous articles and data. It is looking like these experimental vaccines are causing damage
to the immune system. Data shows most Covid cases are now among vaccinated people but the Covid
hospitalization and death rates are lower among vaccinated. The narrative that vaccines help prevent hospital
and death looks to be true, maybe. Why then, is the Health system being over run. First a couple charts on
the current UK situation. The biggest factor with the unvaccinated statistic is that most Covid-19 cases
are now among children with no vaccines and the young age group with lower vaccinate rates. Covid
hardly affects these groups and they seldom need hospitalization or die. Another number twist game.

I made these charts small because trends are what matter. What is troublesome is how high the Covid
infection rate has climbed in the summer and it is mostly among fully vaccinated. This wave will likely get
much larger than last winter. What is the difference between then and now. Last year nobody was vaccinated,
this year over 80% fully vaccinated. It appears the shots might be reducing hospitalization and deaths, keep
in mind this is only Covid related deaths. I expected the cases would mostly be vaccinated because that is
the majority of people but what is looking real bad is the rate of infection is higher among fully vaccinated.
Note in the chart below, the rate vaccinated are getting infected in most ages is double the rate of
unvaccinated. Except in the young age groups because they either got shots much later or none at all yet.

This is a good chart that shows in most age groups that the rate per 100k of vaccinated infections is growing
on a weekly basis between weeks 36 and 45 while unvaccinated rates are pretty stable.

The UK National Health System NHS is being brought 'to its knees' even in the absence of any major Covid
surge, according to a swath of official data laying bare how A&Es, ambulance crews and hospitals are
already struggling to cope before winter pressures have truly kicked in. Doctors warned patients are dying
in the back of ambulances and in corridors because emergency units are so busy.

I don't like to be the bearer of bad news. This is scary and terrible stuff. And it is not
conspiracy theory, it is simple fact. Remember, numbers don't lie but politicians do.
Hospitals are being over run by vaccinated people coming in with all kinds of problems.
Their immune system is tanking.
Fortunately we can see this because the ONS (Office of National Statistics) produce overall mortality figures
and Profs Norman Fenton and Martin Neil of Queen Mary College University of London have analysed these.
Dr Norma Fenton is a mathematician and professor of risk management. Dr. Martin Neil is into computer
science and statistics. They take all the politics out of cause of death and look at total deaths from all causes,
but break it into vaccinated and unvaccinated groups
I am not going to show all their charts and data but boil it down to two simple ones. Their analysis shows the
normal peak in death rates for unvaccinated in the winter (peak in week 6, February 2021) and then declines
into the summer. That is normal seasonality issues with more sickness in the winter, just like here in Canada.
Also highlighted in the above article. What is surprising as the death rate among unvaccinated falls in
summer, the death rate in vaccinated is going the other way and rising.

This next chart is the death rate from all causes among vaccinated with two doses. Since March 19th the
double dose mortality rate has increased week-on-week more or less consistently. The data goes to week 26
that was June 28th to July 4th. Judging by news that the NHS emergency rooms are being over run, this
bad trend has probably continued.

From their article - “The professors argue that the most reliable long-term measure of Covid-19 vaccine
effectiveness/safety is the age adjusted all-cause mortality rate. If, over a reasonably prolonged period, fewer
vaccinated people die, from whatever cause, including Covid-19, than unvaccinated people then we could
conclude that the benefits of the vaccine outweigh the risks.” What is obvious, the risks outweigh the benefits.
If you want to dive deeper, this article calculates how vaccine efficiency declines and goes negative. I don't
know the author or source and can't comment how accurate or reliable the calculations are. I link it just for
those who want to delve deeper into the rabbit hole. It might be an accurate picture what is happening?

It has been kept out of main stream media so many of you probably don't know, but Ontario Premier Doug
Ford's daughter has been arguing against here father's policies, vaccines and mandates.

Summary
It is early days in this vaccine experiment and nobody knows what the outcome will be. I mean nobody. Big
Pharma trials were short thus far, not peer reviewed and everything is Emergency Use Authorization. The
approved shots are Phantoms and nobody has seen one yet. Yup, a real bait and switch scam.
The best data we have is real word data from the hundreds of millions that were brave or got cohered and
joined into the experiment. The amount of censorship and propaganda around Covid-19 and the shots is hard
to imagine. Israel and the UK have been reporting the most complete and accurate data. They rolled out the
shots earlier and faster than most countries and are the best source of data on how these shots work or don't
work.
Remember we were promised the shots would end the pandemic and stop the spread? The data is telling us
the shots don't stop the infection or spread at all, but in fact make it worse. Of course this news/data is not
getting out in the main stream. Big pharma and governments won't want to admit this big mistake. They will
come up with all kinds of excuses, fact check fails, variants, more doses and maybe its' a new virus.
I have probably had more vaccines than 90% of you reading this because of worldly travels to mine sites. I
have all the regular vaccines and I remember getting the malaria and yellow fever vaccines. There is
probably one or two others. The malaria and yellow fever is multiple times worse than Covid-19 and I
remember the yellow fever vaccine was good for 10 years. Never in history has there been such a thing
as 3 doses of the same shot in one year. All can say is the people that get cohered into a 3rd shot,
only God can help you.
UK is headed for a bad winter and so are we. Our health system is worse than theirs. A new study from
Frazer Insitute released Nov. 4th says we are 2nd most expensive out of 28, but in 25th place or so on
resources.
We may have already started on the UK path. I saw news on the weekend that the Yukon went into a Covid19 state of emergency last week. How does a territory/province have a Covid-19 state of emergency
with 86% of adults and 76% of children double dosed? The answer is simple, the vaccines don't work,
or poorly at best.
I could find no data on whether Yukon cases were mostly vaccinated, but since there was no news, it means
they were probably mostly vaccinated or they would be preaching the unvaccinated story. I did find there was
an out break in a long term care home so that would be all vaccinated and an out break at an elementary
school, so probably most not vaccinated.
Remember, because schools/colleagues have opened, there has been a big increase in Covid-19 cases
among children, teenagers who were not vaccinated and as always the young adult group. Because many of
these are not vaccinated, but seldom need hospitiation or die, it is distorting numbers that show cases up but
hospitalization and deaths lower. They preach the narrative that the shots are working when these numbers
are absolutely zero proof. The only real proof is showing there is some kind of problem with these shots.
The only other certain stat is the rich, eilte and big pharma are getting richer. The NY Times reports Nov 12th,
During this plandemic, the global wealth of billionaires has soared 70% in the last 19 months
I don't want to end on such a bad note, so some positive news, especially for parents. I talked about how
Influenza was more deadly for children than Covid-19. A day later NY Times puts out this chart that shows
this in the US. I am sure it is similar in Canada. NY Times “The risks are also low for unvaccinated children
because Covid tends to be mild for them. (Plus, any child 5 or older can now be vaccinated.) For young
children, Covid looks like a normal flu, if not a mild one: “

Some good articles – number 1 this week or probably for the month. Must listen to Peter Doshi PhD, echoes a
lot of what I am saying, short 5 minute video and 9 minute video on Pfizer trials
I saw this news in a few places, a Pfizer employee becomes whistle blower on vaccine trial integrity.
Pfizer trials shortcomings, still on Youtube Healthy 19 year, 1 chance in a million from dying from Covid.

